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Enosh Multi-sectoral Services

- Social, leisure & recreation
- Supportive Housing
- Supportive employment
- GOMME Respite home
- Early intervention
- Family Centers
- Advocacy
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Supportive Housing

- Group homes: 8%
- Supportive communities
- Transitional homes: 55%
- Shared apartments
- Independent living: 37%
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Supportive Housing

40 years of change in mental health

20 years to the Israeli community mental health legislation
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Holistic approach

- Housing
- Family
- Employment
- Social
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Person centered approach - People

Supporting the Needs of people & communities

- Women with CPTSD
- Religious Communities
- Dual Diagnosis
- Homelessness
- Young adults
Person centered approach – teams

People

Professionals teams
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Person centered approach – teams

- Developing knowledge
- Spreading knowledge
- Raising awareness
- Lived experience
Person centered approach - Seeds

I have learned to open up to people.
The “Family – Housing Project”

Families

Housing
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The “Family – Housing Project”

Increase family involvement to improve recovery process by supporting housing teams
The “Family – Housing Project”

Increase family involvement to improve recovery process by supporting housing teams

Families

Housing

Family specialist support
Mutual Psycho-educational process
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The “Family – Housing Project”

Increase family involvement to improve recovery process by supporting housing teams

- Replication in 2 cities
- "spinning doors" reduction
- Influence on governmental policies
- Change in the staff attitudes
- More involvement of families in the recovery plan and process

Outcomes:
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Holistic approach

- Housing
- Family
- Employment
- Social
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Personal approach - the “Family – Housing Project”

Goal: increase family involvement to improve recovery process

Outcomes:
- Change in the staff attitudes
- More involvement of families in the recovery plan and process
- Replication in 2 cities
- “spinning doors” reduction
- Influence on governmental policies

Family specialist support
- Trainings
- Information
- Supervision

Families

Housing
Person centered approach - the “Family – Housing Project”

**Goal:**
Increase family involvement to improve recovery process of people in the service

**How?**
- Change teams narratives.
- Family support specialist from the family counselling centers work with the supportive housing teams in (TLV Center)
- Trainings
- Information
- Supervision
- Share experiences

**Outcomes**

**1st year**
- Change in the staff approach
- More involvement of families
- “spinning doors” reduction

**2nd year**
- Replicate in 2 more cities
- More involvement of families in the recovery plan
- Influence on governmental policies and regulations
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Assessment evaluation & trainings in Enosh

- **Quality Surveys**
  - External: Provider professional staff and Clients
  - Internal: Provider professional staff

- **Fidelity Scale**
  - External: Client computerized questionnaire

- **Compliance check**
  - External: Client computerized questionnaire

- **Supervision**
  - Internal: Knowledge Management

- **Trainings**
  - Internal: Assessment & Evaluation

- **Rehabilitation Routine Outcome Measurement**

Visit www.enosh.org.il for more information.
*Data from the biannual survey of the ministry of health recovery questionnaire, “satisfaction from the personal recovery process” & “satisfaction from social rehabilitation” – Housing program
Measurement of Personal Rehabilitation Process

Areas in which Housing Service Contribute to Participant

- Social networks: 11%
- Self confidence: 20%
- Independence: 16%
- Support from staff: 8%
- Basic care - food, safety, schedule: 5%
- Personal development: 40%

(N= 1407)

*Data from the biannual survey of the ministry of health recovery questionnaire – “satisfaction from the personal recovery process” 2017
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Implementing Human Rights Approach in Enosh work

- Right to family life (Art. 23)
- Right to employment (Art. 27)
- Cultural life, recreation, leisure and sport (Art. 30)
- Right to legal capacity (Art. 12)
- Independent living (Art. 19)
- Rehabilitation (Art. 26)
- Non-coercive practices
- Personal choice personal growth
- Lived experience in staff
- Community inclusion
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THANK YOU!
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